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while adobe flash player may have become a
standard for web video, there are some notable
limitations with it, including: flash plug-ins can
only be installed on desktops or laptops. they

cannot be installed on mobile devices or tablets.
mobile devices cannot play flash video without a

plug-in or plugin. ipads, iphones, and other
mobile devices come with built-in flash video

support, but if there is no flash version available
for it, it will not play. flash video files are often
bloated and require a lot of space. when web
browsers can play video without flash, it does
not require the flash files to be downloaded.

video can be blocked by internet service
providers, school districts, workplaces, and

others. we can all agree that html5 is a great
alternative to flash, but there are other tools
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that can be used in its place. some of the most
popular tools include: dhtml - dynamic html, or
javascript-based html. it is only supported in

internet explorer. activex - a microsoft
corporation program, it is a way to use flash

technology on internet explorer. silverlight - a
microsoft corporation program that is similar to
activex, but it is available to all major browsers.

it is not supported by internet explorer.
silverlight for the mac - this is a macintosh

program that works with silverlight. shockwave
flash - adobe's primary flash player, it is

available for all major web browsers. html5
video is being developed to solve these

problems, and web browsers can easily support
both. the core of html5 is pretty much the same

as flash, but has a much cleaner and more
efficient code base. video and audio can be

handled independently, which means that it is
possible for one part of the video to use flash

while another uses html5. audio is a big part of
html5, and it is the core of the html5 web
application security model. video is also

supported in html5, but it is not as developed as
the audio portion.
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our current recommendations are to keep using
flash for now, until more reliable alternative
options come along. there are some notable
differences in where flash is supported on

various browsers, but they do not matter much
unless you are going to do some web

development. if you are using firefox, chrome or
other google-based browsers, you should set
your browser setting to allow flash content to
run from this website. click the help menu and
select “search and reset” to reset the browser

setting. flash player may remain on your system
unless you uninstall it. uninstalling flash player
will help secure your system since adobe will no

longer issue flash player updates or security
patches after the eol date. adobe blocked flash
content from running in flash player beginning

january 12, 2021 and the major browser
vendors have disabled and will continue to

disable flash player from running after the eol
date. in the final moments of the cws february

24, 2020, episode of the flash, fans saw the
return of caitlin snow (danielle panabaker), who
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lost her life on november 2, 2016, in the second
crossover event, the flash war. the death of
caitlin snow was a shocker, but also a huge

relief to fans because it gave the opportunity to
bring back danielle panabaker. blame it on

caitlin, but danielle panabaker has been absent
from the the flash for quite some time. since the
events of the second crossover, fans have been

wondering how team flash would be able to
bring ronnie back to life. danielle panabaker

took to twitter on april 16, 2019, to hint that she
may return to the series in the future. »»
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